
DEB and biohemial networks: a top-down viewAnne Willem OmtaThe past deades have brought an enormous amount of information on liv-ing systems. But although tehnial advanes make data olletion ever easier,the sienti� ommunity seems to remain unable to gain a bigger piture. Onestrategy to get a broader perspetive is to treat living ells as a network, well-known in disiplines suh as engineering and the soial sienes. Hene, the past�ve years have seen a growing interest in the struture of so-alled biohemialreation networks (see e.g. [1, 2, 3℄. The most basi feature of a network is itsarhiteture. If you arrange a large olletion of nodes (representing moleulesin the ase of a biohemial network), you an onnet them in a number ofways: e.g. by linking nearest neighbours, or by seleting them at random andjoining them together. A third strategy is to give a few of the nodes a very largenumber of onnetions and to allow the rest to have relatively few. These threekinds of networks exhibit di�erent global features, even if it is assumed that theyontain the same number of nodes and the same number of onnetions [4℄. Thenumber of onnetions per node for both regular and random networks e.g. has aroughly Poissonian distribution with an average value that gives a harateristisale to the network. In the third kind of network, the number of onnetionsper node falls approximately o� as a power law. Beause there is no harater-isti peak value, this type of network is alled 'sale-free'. Based on data fromthe WIT database [5℄, the topologi organisation of metaboli networks in 43di�erent organisms from life's three domains has been investigated [6℄. These re-ation networks have turned out to be sale-free. Some moleules, like pyruvateand oenzyme A are 'hubs', whereas the average moleule undergoes just oneor two reations. Furthermore, metaboli networks seem to be highly lustered,1



and the network diameter, whih is de�ned as the shortest biohemial pathwayaveraged over all pairs of substrates is surprisingly small (i.e. the 'small-worlde�et') [7℄. Interestingly, it has been found that the metaboli network diameteris approximately the same for all the 43 organisms from the WIT database, irre-spetive of the number of substrates found in the given speies [8℄. This meansthat the onnetivity per node must inrease as the number of nodes inreases.In ontrast, all non-biologial networks examined to date have a �xed averageonnetivity per node, whih implies that the diameter of the network inreaseslogarithmially with the addition of new nodes [9, 4, 10℄.Up to now, quite some features of biohemial reation networks have beenmapped, but there is no theoretial bakground and therefore no hypotheses anbe formulated. As Mr Newman put it in his review artile: "We ount triangleson networks or measure degree sequenes, but we have no idea if these are theonly important quantities to measure (almost ertainly they are not) or even ifthey are the most important". Applying DEB to biohemial reation networksmay yield ontraints on the arhiteture and other features of these networks, andhene might give new hypotheses. One way of putting this into pratie would beto start with a very simple network and then building it up in a way onsistentwith DEB. However, it might also be possible to start by imposing onstraintson a whole pathway/network at one. As an example ould serve a very reentartile by Kooijman and Segel [11℄, in whih they applied the DEB-philosophyto a linear metaboli pathway. In this fashion, they were able to derive valuesfor the handshaking parameters and the binding probabilities of the substratesin the pathway, given the reation rates and the onentrations of the di�erentenzymes involved.
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